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Why is this problem space 
important?

Yet mental illness is still stigmatized!

Adults in Texas experience a 
major depressive episode

In the number of suicides in 
Harris County from 2001-04 

to 2017-2020

1 in 13 40% increase



Design Problem 

Many citizens in Houston experience mental 
health problems, yet there is still a stigma 

surrounding mental health issues.  Groups like 
The Walk seek to destigmatize mental health, 
but face low rates of community engagement.

-



The Walk for Mental Health Awareness

C. Patrick McIlvain
● WMHD event to destigmatize 

mental health

● Only 3 employees

● Long standing history with the 

Houston Community

● Retains support of many local 

politicians and high profile 

individuals



Problem Spaces

Low growth

Outreach
● Difficulty reaching users
● Finding sponsors

● Limited permanent volunteers



Users

Houston allies 
of those with 
mental illness

Houston residents 
with mental illness

Mental illness affects everyone, so the 
Walk aims to serve everyone!



Stakeholders

Media Outlets Increase The Walk’s digital presence 
and outreach

The Walk 
volunteers

Influence how the Walk redefines 
their operations

Sponsors Draw attention to the Walk



Community Partners

The Walk

Sponsors

Public figures

Volunteer 
Organizations



Initial Research Spaces

Outreach
arrange new partnerships with other Houston organizations 
to expand the Walk’s programming and impact

Internal Growth
restructure internal operations to promote growth within 
the organization

Walk Day Programs
improve event day programs to be more inclusive 
of communities in Houston



World Mental Health Day



How do volunteers/attendees discover the Walk?

knew Patrick beforehand, drew from 
established community, friends

Organization 
Volunteers

internet search, social media (Facebook); 
typically students

purposeful scouting of volunteering 
opportunities

Speakers

personal connections with speakers, came to 
support; a few passerbys joined
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Attendees

Individual 
Volunteers 2

4



What does the Walk’s logistics and visibility look like?

low social media presence, only on 
Facebook; limited media presence

Logistical 
Challenges

limited personnel; types of speakers who are 
presenting at the event

Digital Presence

limited outreach into established mental health 
communities on social media/from other orgs.
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Engaging 
Communities

Organization 
Limitations 2

4

improvements on date; general logistics 
during event (lighting, organization)



















How can we
engage both attendees and 
volunteers at the Walk 
Houston through increasing 
digital engagement and 
implementing rigorous 
outreach strategies?



Short Term Measures of Success

Triple the website views/social 
media engagement

Double the number of 
attendees to event
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Long Term Measures of Success

20% increase in  
media opportunities 

and coverage

50% increase in 
sponsorships 

3 long term 
volunteers
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Design Goals

to implement and maintain 
with current resources 

in promoting long-term 
growth within the organization

Feasible Strategic

Engaging
for new users to participate in 

mental health programming
for outreaching to diverse 
communities in Houston

Personalized
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Initial Solutions

Streamline 
Operations

● Website redesign
● Post-event follow up for 

logistical feedback

Digital Presence

● Increase social media 
presence

● Marketing campaign strategy
○ Outreach to local high 

schools and colleges



Initial Solutions

● Website redesign
● Increase social media presence
● Marketing campaign strategy

○ Outreach to local high schools and colleges
● Post-event follow up for logistical feedback to improve 

for future years



Website 
Redesign

★ Event logistics
★ Documentation on 

previous events
★ Sponsorship package
★ Easy way to donate



Thank you: Feedback

Website Redesign 

Outreach 

How can we improve the website’s current features and 
possibly implement new features?

How can we reach underrepresented communities 
besides using marketing campaigns?



Questions?



You can easily resize these resources without losing quality. To change the color, just ungroup the resource 
and click on the object you want to change. Then, click on the paint bucket and select the color you want. 

Group the resource again when you’re done. You can also look for more infographics on Slidesgo.

Use our editable graphic resources...

https://bit.ly/2ZjL1pd
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You can resize these icons without losing quality.
You can change the stroke and fill color; just select the icon and click on the paint bucket/pen.

In Google Slides, you can also use Flaticon’s extension, allowing you to customize and add even more icons.

...and our sets of editable icons

https://workspace.google.com/marketplace/app/icons_for_slides_docs/381578326502


Educational Icons Medical Icons



Business Icons Teamwork Icons



Help & Support Icons Avatar Icons



Creative Process Icons Performing Arts Icons



Nature Icons



SEO & Marketing Icons



http://bit.ly/2PfT4lq

